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One size: approx 6 x 75”
Materials:
Prism Kid Slique, 66% rayon, 26% kid mohair, 8% nylon;
2 oz/58 gr; 88 yds/79m; size 4
1 skein each in three coordinating colors: A, B, C
Needles size 11 & 15 or size to get gauge
Gauge: In garter stitch on smaller needle, 10 sts = 4
Note: Since the scarf is worked longways, it is critical that both cast on
and bound off edges be very loose, or it will not hang properly. Edges
should be as loose as the knitting itself. An e-wrap or knit-on style
cast-on will produce a loose edge; so will casting on over two needles.
When binding off, use a larger needle and make sure the new stitch
is pushed down to the large part of needle–if stitches are worked on
needle tip, they will become too small.
Scarf: With larger needle and A, CO 160 sts.
Change to smaller needle and knit 12 rows.
Change to B and k 12 rows.
Change to C and k 12 rows, leaving enough yarn to BO.
BO with larger needle.
Note: It takes approx 200” to work a row. You can use color changes
to judge how much yarn is left—count how many times a color occurs
across a row, then count how many times that color appears in the yarn
that is left.

Luscious long striped scarves are fun and easy to make.
Pick three coordinating colors for maximum impact.
Ours are made from Prism Kid Slique, a yummy blend of
hand dyed shiny rayon and super soft kid mohair.
Color shown at left is Rio Fantasy, Peacock and Cantina;
Shown above is Highlands, Tahoe and Moss.
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